April 2005-6 Q/MOJO FREELANCE WRITERS' AGREEMENT 
Q
FEATURE RATES
2 PAGES £283.25 not exceeding 1000 words
3 PAGES £427.45 pro rata
4 PAGES £710.70
5 PAGES £849.75
6 PAGES £1,081.50
7 PAGES £1251.45
8 PAGES £1,339.00
9 PAGES £1472.90
10 PAGES £1,699.50
[but also agreed minimum feature word rate of £284 will apply as backstop ie if an unusually word-heavy layout means the above page rates are exceeded by the word rate at £284 per thou then the higher figure will be paid]

REVIEW RATES flat rates
2 PAGE LEAD ALBUM £283.25
Down page leads to be paid at the £257.50 per 1000 word rate
2 PAGE LEAD LIVE: £350.20
THREE 1 PAGE LIVES: £206.00 flat rate

Main Reviews [what the negotiators have referred to as "short" or "standard" length]: £41.20 [no digital usage at present, so no digital license]

Any Q review where multiple albums are reviewed together will be subject to a  £!0.30 per additional album payment, ie: three reissued Led Zeppelin albums reviewed together would incur an additional £20.60. However, double albums etc will not attract an extra payment.


MOJO
FEATURE RATES
Split rate £284.00/£257.50
REVIEW RATES
Standard review £41.20
Smaller review round-ups to be paid at column rate of £154.50 per batch.
Larger album reviews to be paid at the £257.50 per thousand word rate.

No additional payment for additional discs on Mojo [standard length].

NB: To clarify on the split feature rate. The higher rate is for features that involve substantial research, interviews with more than one person or travel time to complete the piece. The lower rate applies to anything that is just a straight interview which is delivered as such. In every case the feature's classification should be confirmed with the commissioning editor. [IMPORTANT THAT THE FREELANCE MAKES SURE THIS IS CLEAR UPFRONT - IF THE COMMISSIONER FORGETS - TO AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT/RUCTIONS LATER]
Q/MOJO ONE-OFFS
Feature rate £232.00 per thousand words.



